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About This Game

Explore a dream-like world of impossible wonders...

Explore 10 different immersive, animated environments

Interact with dozens of physics-based creatures and objects

Solve brain-tickling puzzles to unlock new rooms and reveal new surprises
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A bare bones experience that offers no customization or interaction, other than the ability to move around the disco.

Some of the npcs are reused. In general they don't look too bad, but it would be nice if we could add\/subtract and place npcs at
will.

On the dance floor there are only two girls dancing alone. It would be nice if I could go up to one of the couples and tap a guy
on the shoulder so i could dismiss him and take his place. It would also be nice if when dancing next to an avatar they respond to
you.

It would be great if you could sit in a chair or on a bar stool and have a drink. But you can't pick up anything in the disco. I was
able to move some pool balls and the cue, but couldn't pick them up.

It would be neat if you could change venues, add\/subtract adjust lighting, furniture and props.

A dance floor simulator is what I wanted and what I got, although it is bare bones and lacking in any ambition to fully realize it's
potential. For $1.99 it's hard to complain, but I'd easily pay $10 if the simulator was properly fleshed out. Still looking for dance
simulator but this will be a place holder until then.

EDIT: 6\/13\/17

Today's patch added the ability access Youtube music from within the game so you can listen to some actual Disco tunes from
time's past. This was a big add to enjoying the experience. Several graphical effects were added, as well as the ability to change
the lighting or have it rotate through colors. Also included were some interactible objects like light sticks, pool balls, pool stick,
and drinking glasses.

The ability to get rid of all the dancers was also added, although much more useful would have been the ability to add\/subtract
individual dancers and perhaps assign a dance style.. So far not a lot to play but what is available is deep and just amazing to
explore. The soundtrack is great and the characters and their development alone is worth the small price. A simple game to pass
time. For the price it is, it is worth it. The game from my experience so far has been enjoyable. Get from point A to point B,
taking out all enemies in the way. A selection of weapons to use and easy controls.
Although there are a few minor issues with the game I noticed.
The soundtrack gets a little repetitive when going through the missions however it can be muted as well as the overall sound of
the game. Although, I couldn't find any option to fine tune the audio to my liking, only an on or off option, instead I had to go
into the volume mixer on my pc and lowering it. But really apart from that the game is pretty fun.. I have enjoyed using this
'paint program' and discovering that it is so much more. The level of editing is fantastic and the scope of the program is huge, if
you take the time to explore it fully. There are some quirky elements to the user interface, but you will become accustomed to
where things are in the long run.

I have had many hours in experimenting with it and following along with the extensive tutorials that are provided and I know
that the next update will only improve things further. Looking forward to it.

I do recommend this software, but you do have to be prepared to explore it's depth, there is a lot to it.. This game crashed
repeatedly when I typed a search into the in-game search engine.

I might have tolerated the pace (slow), the graphics, etc. if only it didn't crash repeatedly with no obvious solutions. I play lots of
mystery and adventure games.. PROS
-Fun
-Cheap
-Good voice cast
-Original gameplay
-Promises of future content
-Easy to run (everyone pretty much should be able to run this at a good FPS)
CONS
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-No singleplayer (maybe an arcade mode\/ survival mode and training)
-No online (not much of a problem for me but others probably want it more). This game is nothing more than a hipster version
of a drag and drop programming interface. This game is probably someone's intro to programming homework.
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Dead. Don't waste your time.. Not played to much of the game but liking it so far few things could do with tweeking amd its
abit repetative but all in all a ok game for the full price even tho I got it on sale.. Dyscourse is a bit unusual as a "decisions
matter" style of adventure game because the unofficial tagline should be "MAKE ALL THE DECISIONS!!!".

You awake from a plane wreck on a remote island and quickly come across a group of survivors. You need to choose "wisely"
to help the group survive, but once you complete the game you gain access to a day rewind option which will allow you to
attempt pushing the story down different branches until you are literally pushing other survivors down branches just to see if
they will fall and die because why not? This really is the main point of the game, and it's fun for a while but I got to a point
where I was satisfied that I'd seen everything I wanted to see. According to the achievements list I've only seen 41% of all
possible story events, but it just seems like it would be punishing to attempt to unlock every minor event. I'd rather put
Dyscourse down while I still feel like it was a refreshingly unique game rather than grind my way through every possible arc just
so that I can say I saw it all.

6 out of 10, it wasn't a total plane wreck ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). This was indeed needed, the rats are fast
and they dodge and are hard to hit, but they do get slain in direct combat most of the time.
So the improved ranged is a plus for their ability to survive tougher eenemies, not only run and hide.

Glory to the Rat Lord!

Maybe a gatling rat or since you want an easy dlc design setup "smugglers" a royal rat would be awesome and useless but i'd pay
for it. Top Hat and all that... Not much to do, and the gameplay with crafting is very slow and grindy. Might be better if you play
it without, but I didn't.. Need a battle map in 5 minutes for FG, or Roll20? With this program you can turn out maps before your
cleric gets back from a pee break. Are the maps awesome? For the time spent, absolutely, however there's a quality ceiling that
you hit pretty quickly here. Spending 2 hours on a map in this program isn't going to give you a result that is way better than
spending 30 minutes.

If you only have a very short time to make a map, or want to cut your map prep time down significantly, this is the program you
want.

Good stuff: Fast, cheap, surprisingly versatile, map quality is better than average
Complaints: Text tool is terrible (if you want text you'll likely have to export your map and add the text in another program,
GIMP or Photoshop), could use more tile sets. Well worth the 90 cents i recon, tough to get through early game but got to have
some skill put into it.. if you dont have the a2a c172 get this!. I really enjoyed the graphics, sprites and music of this game.
Sadly it's also HARD AS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, be prepared to make pixel perfect jumps constantly.

Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/oLIQnnWLozs
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